
Commenting makes
it easy to 

understand code
[C84; Q35; K42; B53]

Other Developers

Administrat
ors

User

I can grant access to
protected items

[C84]

You must continue 
where the other 
developer left off

[M26]

I like seeing
your progress when

collaborating and 
reusing items
[M26; C84]

I can grant you access
[J19; C84]We have to accommodate

time zone differences
[M26; B53]

It takes me some time to learn your code
[B53]

Naming conventions help me understand what the code is doing 
[C84; B53; K42]

 I only remember to Comment and Debug is 
done after coding

[B53]

I automatically approve
internal change requests

[T70]



X I would like to reuse 
code written with 
other programs

[X97]

I believe code 
reuse is your best 

feature
[X97]

It's possible to 
forget how to use the system 

if not using the system for
extended periods

[K42]

Administrat
ors

User

Clients

I will request changes 
to protected items

[C84]

X It's hard for me to export 
some items from one

project to another 
[J19]

X I don't like to enter
passwords repeatedly

[K42]

We use the older version
because it supports
the way we do work

[K42]

validate feature 
eliminates the need to

 inspect the work myself 
[J19]

I like to get your
feedback often

[M26]
I think having

access to the code
is helpful for you

[M26]
I provide application 

requirements throughout 
the project cycle and 

report any errors
I find

[B53; Q35; T70]

We want things
standardized

[M26]

you can't have access
 to all the data

[X97]

You provide 
good support

[X97]

X I would like access 
to the backend code

[X97]

We make it easier 
to manage user feedback

[B53]

I like working with
your service

[F66]

We are constantly improving
our software

[F66]



I require your input
to correct 

estimated times
[F66]

We require you to use
certain software

[F66]

I keep physical
copies of files

depending on size
[F66]

It is easier to share
file names
 through IM

[F66]

You should give more
time to projects with 

higher priorities
[M26]

I estimate and monitor
the time of your task

[M26; F66]

X I can't always meet
your time estimates

[M26; K42]X you should log the time that 
it takes to fix the bug

[X97]

Keeping track of 
hardcoded items is a 

good practice 
[Q35]

When the project expands
split it up into modules

[J19]

You need to follow
the naming conventions

[M26; Q35; T70]

you have to use the 
systems we provide

[X97; F66]

You should update 
me about your work

[B53]

User

Managers

Self

You must continue
where the other

developers left off
[M26]

I take problems to 
you when it's appropriate

[J19]

We assign you tasks
and tasks specifications

[J19; Q35]

X I don't know
who assigns

my tasks
[M26]

I keep current work on 
my desktop

[B53]

I set the priority of the error logs
[B53]

you should focus 
on deadlines

[X97]

I automatically approve
internal change requests

[T70]

I take notes on page
so that I work

more efficiently
on computer

[F66]

I maintain a file 
structure for emails 

[F66]

I print and annotate 
documents depending 

on size of the file
[F66]

I prefer my file structure
because it is 

easy to manage
[F66]

I would like you to
adopt my file structure

[F66]

I don't log the
bug fixing time

[X97]

I don't report the
hours of non-appointed

tasks
[F66]



I keep physical
copies of files

depending on size
[F66]

It is easier to share
file names
 through IM

[F66]

I believe code 
reuse is your best 

feature
[X97]

It is easy for us to see what the 
versions are while working 

on the project
[K42]

I like that your system 
realizes references 
have been updated

[K42; J19]

it's easy to develop applications
on the platform

[X97]

your platform is
faster and I can add 

references easily
[X97]

Visual representation 
makes the code

easier to understand
[M26]

User

Software 
Providers

Self

X It's hard for me to export 
some items from one

project to another 
[J19]

X I would like versions to have
descriptions with their name

[K42; B53]

I don't mind doing 
workarounds if I know
you're fixing the bug 

 [Q35]

validate feature 
eliminates the need to

 inspect the work myself 
[J19]

I find repeated 
bugs annoying

[Q35]

I keep current work on 
my desktop

[B53]

X I have to find a way to do
hierarchical lists

[X97]

Commenting makes
it easy to 

understand code
[X97, B53]

X I cannot accomplish certain
tasks unless I create 

a work around
[X97]

debugging is the most essential
part of developers process

[X97]

X Naming conventions 
can lead to 
long names

[T70]

X I never understand 
the error messages

[T70]

X your platform
is not flexible 

[X97]

x Runtime makes 
me impatient

[Q35]

Naming 
conventions help 

me understand what 
the code is doing
[B53; K42; J19]

Even though I'm 
afraid of crashing

I don't save because 
it takes long

[J19]

We provide initial 
training

[K42;M26]

Queries should be
consistent with the 

main entity
[F66]

I take notes on page
so that I work

more efficiently
on computer

[F66]

I maintain a file 
structure for emails 

[F66]

I print and annotate 
documents depending 

on size of the file
[F66]

I prefer my file structure
because it is 

easy to manage
[F66]


